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From Monin-Obukhov theory to 
long-term mean wind profiles…
…toward ‘tall’ profiles for use in wind energy
M k C K ll  S E ik G i  H  E  Jar e y, ven- r ryn ng, ans . ørgensen
Meteorology Dept., Wind Energy Division, Risø DTU
European Wind Energy Conference 
Warsaw
20 April 2010
i iMot vat on…
• (Wind energy):  
real, 
‘physical’ representative  
parameters winds, Power
Better describe the long-term profile, 
 over different ranges of conditions     
 up to larger heights 
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i iMot vat on…
• Standard description of wind profile:  
Log-law plus Monin-Obukhov similarity correction 
u z z⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞*
0
( ) lnU z
z L
ψκ= −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
where
→ For long-term profiles, need something else/more…
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i iMot vat on…
• Fundamental concept:  
for nonlinear functions, ( )( )f x f x≠
⇒ Mean form of Monin-Obukhov stability correction 
cannot simply use a mean Obukhov length ! 
z zψ ψ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟≠L L⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
• For long-term profiles, need something else/more…
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Long-term adaptation of M-O theory
M-O profile:
Make it long-term:
Need the probability distribution of stability,  P(L−1)
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A general form for stability distributions: 
( )2C ασ ⎡ ⎤1 11
2
( ) exp
(1 )
P L n L C
α
σ− −± ±± ± ±= −⎢ ⎥Γ + ⎣ ⎦
where 
1 , 3, 1
3
C Cα − += = =
and the scale parameter is 
Æ analytically obtain                   profile
0/U u∗
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…general form of stability distributions  P(L−1)
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…using stability distribution model  P(L−1) :
(Høvsøre)
Æ Need to account for ABL depth h
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Generalize “tall profile” theory:  
(we adapt Gryning et al. 2007)
Make it long-term:
Use effective h, G (or Lmid) in lieu of P(h) , P(G)
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Length scale of the wind profile:  illustration
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(from Gryning et al. 2007)
Generalize “tall profile” theory:  
(we adapt Gryning et al. 2007)
Make it long-term:
Use effective h, G (or Lmid) in lieu of P(h) , P(G)
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Long-term ASL and “tall profiles” via  P(L−1)
Høvsøre (land) Hamburg (res.)
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Long-term ASL and “tall profiles” via  P(L−1)
I  / f t  n progress u ure:
• over-sea verification
• distributions of h, G (or Lmid) WAsP 11
Risø DTU, Technical University of Denmark13
• relationship between them
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In progress/ need more data about: 
• distributions of h, G (or Lmid)
• relationship between them
• over-sea verification
Questions ?   
(thanks)
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Extra slides…
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… adapting Gryning 07 “tall profile” theory…
• Full with baroclinic shear…
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